peter kuruvita (Executive Chef Flying Fish restaurant in Sydney)
easy bouillabasse
This very famous French dish, is basically a fish stew or chowder. It is said
to have originated as far back as the 16th century in France, but some say it
could have begun in Greece or Italy. It is the flavour that makes it unique.
ingredients:
8 blue swimmer crabs
4 whole whiting, gutted, scaled with heads off
splash vegetable oil
2 leeks, chopped
2 onions, peeled and finely diced
5 white peppercorns
5 bay leaves
large pinch saffron
splash Pernod (a liqueur flavoured with Star
Anise)
1 1/2 dessert spoons tomato paste
1 400 gram tin whole peeled tomatoes

tools:
chopping board
Knife
large saucepan
chinois or large fine sieve

how to cook:
Clean crabs and crack well. Roast in a medium oven for 15 minutes. Chop fish into large pieces.
In a large saucepan, heat a splash of oil and sweat the onions and leeks for 5 minutes. Add
roasted crabs and fish. Add tomato paste and cook out for a few seconds. Deglaze the
saucepan with a splash of Pernod. Add tomatoes, peppercorns, bay leaves and saffron. Cover
the ingredients with water then bring to boil. Reduce heat to simmer for at least 1 hour (more
if you like). Pass the stock through a chinois pressing all liquid out then pass it again through a
fine chinois lined with filter paper. Arrange fish and crabs in serving bowls and ladle over the
hot soup.
notes:
Ask your fishmonger to clean and prepare the crabs and fish.
If you do not have any Pernod (Ouzo or Sambucca) in the cupboard, try adding a Star Anise pod
or a ¼ teaspoon of crushed Star Anise. The aim is to get a little anise flavour into the pot so you
could try fennel seeds or chopped fennel added to the onions and leeks.
chinois = [sounds like “sheen wah”] is a fine seive shaped like a cone used to strain all the yucky
bits like seeds and skins from liquids you are cooking – if you are a bit of a linguist, you might
like to know the French feminine form of the word is chinoise!
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